Snapshot report

Under the agreement for 2014
Wheatvale State School received $11,239

Our full 2014 agreement can be found here: 14 90319 Great Results Guarantee - DDSW - Wheatvale State School (DG Approved).pdf

Our school strategies are on track to meet or exceed our targets

During 2014, we have focused on maximising the benefits of this funding for our students. After reviewing our Great Results Guarantee agreement, it is clear that we are on track to meet or exceed our targeted student outcomes. We continue to implement our strategies to ensure that every student succeeds.

Strategies implemented include:

- Daily individual Reading Prep - Year 3 with Targeted Year 4 students
- Four days a week intensive individual and small group Intervention with trained Teacher focusing on building Literacy Skills
- Focused Oral Language Intervention for Preps
- Support of the Pre- Prep Play Group – financial, staffing and parent education sessions
- Extension activities –Project 600 Reading and Numeracy and G&T Program with STLaN for targeted students to lift U2B
- Targeted support of classroom curriculum Year 5, 6 & 7 students.

Our school strategies are showing substantial progress toward our targets

After reviewing our Great Results Guarantee agreement, it is clear that we have made progress toward our targeted student outcomes. We will continue to focus on maximising the benefits of this funding for our students, and adjust our strategies as needed to ensure every student succeeds.

Strategies implemented include:

- Embed SCORE across the school as the overarching strategy to support reading Comprehension
- Provide further professional development opportunities for staff in SCORE.